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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is being increasingly used to develop systems

that produce intelligent solutions. However, there is a major concern that whether

the systems built will be trusted by humans. In order to establish trust in AI systems,

there is a need for the user to understand the reasoning behind their solutions and

therefore, the system should be able to explain and justify its output. In this paper,

we use argumentation to provide explanations in the domain of AI planning. We

present argument schemes to create arguments that explain a plan and its compo-

nents; and a set of critical questions that allow interaction between the arguments

and enable the user to obtain further information regarding the key elements of the

plan. Finally, we present some properties of the plan arguments.
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1. Introduction

Articial intelligence (AI) researchers are increasingly concerned that whether the systems

they build will be trusted by humans. Automated planning is one of the sub fields of AI

that focuses on developing intelligent techniques to determine efficient plans, i.e., a se-

quence of actions that should be performed in order to achieve a set of goals. Explainable

AI Planning (XAIP) is a field that involves explaining AI planning systems to a user. The

main goal of plan explanation is to help humans understand the plans produced by the

planners. Approaches to this problem include explaining planner decision making pro-

cesses as well as forming explanations from the models. Previous work on model-based

explanations includes an iterative approach [13] as well as using explanations for more

intuitive communication with the user [9].

Argumentation is connected to the idea of establishing trusted AI by explaining the

results and processes of computation, and has been used in many applications in multi-

agent planning [16] and practical reasoning [1]. This work is an attempt to generate ex-

planation arguments in the domain of AI planning, to answer questions such as Why A?,

where A is an action in the plan, or How G?, where G is a goal. Questions like these

are inherently based upon definitions held in the domain related to a particular problem

and solution. Furthermore, questions regarding particular state information may arise,

such as Why A here?. Thus, extracting relevant information about actions, states and

goals from the planning model is required to provide explanations to the user. Further-
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more, some users might be interested in a summarized explanation of the whole plan and

consequently inquire further information regarding the elements of the plan.

In this work, we make a first attempt to formalise a set of argument schemes [17]

that are aimed at creating arguments that explain and justify the plan and its key elements

(i.e., action, state and goal). Furthermore, we present critical questions that allow the user

to seek further information regarding the plan, and allow interaction between different

arguments. Thus, the explanation arguments will enable a planning system to answer

any such questions at a different granularity level. To make our argumentation-based

explanations for the planning study concrete, we take a version of the classic blocks

world, as a case study example.

2. Related Work

Our research is inspired by the works in practical reasoning and argumentation for multi-

agent planning. However, our argument scheme based approach, generates explanations

for a plan created by an AI planner, which we assume to be a single entity. One of the

most well known scheme-based approach in practical reasoning is presented in [1], which

is accompanied by a set of critical questions that allow agents to evaluate the outcomes

on the basis of the social values highlighted by the arguments. Furthermore, in [15],

a model for arguments is presented that contributes in deliberative dialogues based on

argumentation schemes for arguing about norms and actions in a multi-agent system.

[11] has proposed a similar scheme-based approach for normative practical reasoning

where arguments are constructed for a sequence of actions.

[12] propose a framework that integrates both the reasoning and dialectical aspects

of argumentation to perform normative practical reasoning, enabling an agent to act in a

normative environment under conflicting goals and norms and generate explanation for

agent behaviour. [2] have explored the use of situation calculus as a language to present

arguments about a common plan in a multi-agent system. [14] present an argumentation-

based approach to deliberation, the process by which two or more agents reach a consen-

sus on a course of action.

The works that are closest to our research for generating plan explanations using

argumentation are given in [3] and [7]. In [3], a dialectical proof based on the grounded

semantics [4] is created to justify the actions executed in a plan. More recently, in [7], an

Assumption-based argumentation framework (ABA) [6] is used to model the planning

problem and generate explanation using the related admissible semantic [8]. Our work

differs from both, as we present argument schemes to generate the arguments that directly

provide an explanation. Moreover, we use the concept of critical questions to provide

dialectical interaction with the user and arguments.

3. Planning Model

In this section, we introduce a planning model which is based on an instance of the most

widely used planning representation, PDDL (Planning Domain Definition Language), as

given in [10]. We define the planning problem as follows.



Definition 3.1 (Planning Problem) A planning problem is a tuple P= 〈O,Pr,△I,△G,A,Σ,G〉,
where:

1. O is a set of objects;

2. Pr is a set of predicates;

3. △I ⊆ Pr is the initial state;

4. △G ⊆ Pr is the goal state, and G is the set of goals;

5. A is a finite, non-empty set of actions;

6. Σ is the state transition system;

We define the predicates as follows.

Definition 3.2 (Predicates) Pr is a set of domain predicates, i.e., properties of objects

that we are interested in, that can be true or false. For a state s ⊆ Pr, s+ are predicates

considered true, and s− = Pr \ s+. A state s satisfies predicate pr, denoted as s |= pr, if

pr ∈ s, and satisfies predicate ¬pr, denoted s |= ¬pr, if pr 6∈ s.

We define two types of actions, the standard sequential action, i.e., action, and the con-

current action.

Definition 3.3 (Action) An action a = 〈pre, post〉 is composed of sets of predicates

pre, post that represent a’s pre and post conditions respectively. Given an action

a = 〈pre, post〉, we write pre(a) and post(a) for pre and post. Postconditions are di-

vided into add(post(a)+) and delete(post(a)−) postcondition sets. An action a can be

executed in state s iff the state satisfies its preconditions. The postconditions of an action

are applied in the state s at which the action ends, by adding the positive postconditions

belonging to post(a)+ and deleting the negative postconditions belonging to post(a)−.

Definition 3.4 (Concurrent Action) A concurrent action ac is an action that can be con-

currently executed with other concurrent actions. Two concurrent actions ai and a j

(where i 6= j) are executable if their preconditions hold and their effects, i.e., postcon-

ditions are consistent. Furthermore, the effects of ai should not contradict the precondi-

tions of a j and vice-versa.

We define the state transition system as follows.

Definition 3.5 (State Transition System) The state-transition system is denoted by Σ =
(S,A,γ), where:

• S is the set of states.

• A is a finite, non-empty set of actions.

• γ : S×A = S where:

∗ γ(S,a) = (S \ post(a)−))∪ post(a)+, if a is applicable in S;

∗ γ(S,a) = undefined otherwise;

∗ S is closed under γ .

We define the goal in a plan as follows.

Definition 3.6 (Goal) A goal achieves a certain state of affairs. Each g ∈ G is a set of

predicates g = {r1, ...,rn}, known as goal requirements (denoted as ri), that should be

satisfied in the state to satisfy the goal.



We define a plan as follows.

Definition 3.7 (Plan) A plan is a sequence of actions π = 〈a1, ...,an〉. The extended state

transition function for a plan is defined as follows:

• γ(S,π) = S if |π |= 0 (i.e., if π is empty);

• γ(S,π) = γ(γ(S,a1),a2, ...,an) if |π |> 0 and a1 is applicable in S;

• γ(S,π) = undefined otherwise.

A plan π is a solution to a planning problem P iff:

1. Only the predicates in △I hold in the initial state: S1 =△I;

2. the preconditions of action ai hold at state Si, where i = 1,2, ...,n;

3. γ(Si,π) satisfies the set of goals G.

4. the set of goals satisfied by plan π is a non-empty Gπ 6= /0 consistent subset of

goals.

Each action in the plan can be performed in the state that results from the application

of the previous action in the sequence. After performing the final action, the set of goals

Gπ will be true. We use the following Blocks World example to illustrate.

Example 3.1 A classic blocks world consists of the following: (1) A flat surface such as

a tabletop, (2) An adequate set of identical blocks which are identified by letters, (3) The

blocks can be stacked one on one to form towers of unlimited height.

We have three predicates:

1. ON(A,B) – block A is on block B.

2. ONTABLE(A) – block A is on the table.

3. CLEAR(A) – block A has nothing on it.

Following are the two actions a1 and a2:

1. a1 : UNSTACK(A,B) – pick up clear block A from block B;

• pre(a1) : CLEAR(A)∧ON(A,B)

• post(a1)
+ : ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(B)

• post(a1)
− : ON(A,B)

2. a2 : STACK(A,B) – place block A onto clear block B;

• pre(a2) : ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)

• post(a2)
+ : ON(A,B)

• post(a2)
− : ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(B)

We have the following conditional statements:

• If block A is on the table it is not on any other block.

• If block A is on block B, block B is not clear.

The initial and goal states of the blocks world problem are shown in Figure 1.

The initial state △I is given by:

ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A).

The goal state △G is given by:

ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D).

The action sequence:

〈UNSTACK(A,B),UNSTACK(B,C),UNSTACK(C,D),(STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B))〉 is

a solution plan.
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Figure 1. Blocks World Example

4. Argument Schemes for Explaining Plans

In scheme-based approaches [17] arguments are expressed in natural language and a set

of critical questions is associated with each scheme, identifying how the scheme can be

attacked. Below, we introduce a set of argument schemes for explaining a plan and its

key elements, i.e., action, concurrent action, state and goal. The set of critical questions

allow the user to ask for a summary explanation for the plan and consequently interrogate

the elements of the plan. The explanation arguments constructed using the argument

schemes allow the planner to answer any user questions.

Definition 4.1 Given a planning problem P:

• Hold(pre(a),S) indicates that the precondition pre(a) of action a holds at state S.

• Execute(a,S) indicates that action a is executed at state S.

• ExecuteC(ac,S) indicates that all the concurrent actions in the set ac = {a0,a1, ...,an}
are executed at state S.

• Achieve(a,g) indicates that action a achieves goals g.

• Solution(π ,P) indicates that π is a solution to the planning problem P.

Definition 4.2 (Action Argument Scheme Arga) An action argument Arga explains how

it is possible to execute an action a:

• Premise 1: Hold(pre(a),S1). In the current state S1, the pre-condition pre(a) of

action a holds.

• Premise 2: γ(S1,a) = S2. When we execute action a in the current state S1, it

results in the next state S2.

• Premise 3: Hold(g,S2). In the next state S2, the goal g holds.

• Premise 4. Achieve(a,g): Action a achieves goal g.

• Conclusion: Execute(a,S1). Therefore, we should execute action a in the current

state S1.

Example 4.1 We consider the blocks world of Example 3.1. The explanation argument

for the first action UNSTACK(A,B) is shown as follows. Where:

• pre(UNSTACK(A,B)) = CLEAR(A)∧ON(A,B).
• S1 = ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A).
• S2 =ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(B).
• g = ONTABLE(A).

Premise 1:

Hold(CLEAR(A)∧ON(A,B), ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A))



In the current state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), the

pre-condition CLEAR(A)∧ON(A,B) of action UNSTACK(A,B) holds.

Premise 2:

γ(ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), UNSTACK(A,B))
= ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(B).

When we execute action UNSTACK(A,B) in the current state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧
ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), it results in the next state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧
ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(B).

Premise 3:

Hold(ONTABLE(A), ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧ONTABLE(A)
∧CLEAR(B))

In the next state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧
CLEAR(B), the goal ONTABLE(A) holds.

Premise 4:

Achieve(UNSTACK(A,B), ONTABLE(A))

Action UNSTACK(A,B) achieves goal ONTABLE(A).

Conclusion:

Excecute(UNSTACK(A,B), ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧
ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A))

Therefore, we should execute action UNSTACK(A,B) in the current state ONTABLE(D)∧
ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A).

Definition 4.3 (Concurrent Action Argument Scheme Argac
) A concurrent action ar-

gument Argac
explains how it is possible to execute all concurrent actions in the set

ac = {a1,a2, ...,an}.

• Premise 1: Hold(pre(a1),S1)∧Hold(pre(a2),S1)∧ ...∧Hold(pre(an),S1). In the

current state S1, the preconditions of all the concurrent actions in the set ac hold.

• Premise 2: ∀ai,a j ∈ ac (where i 6= j) γ(S1,ai) = S2 ∧
Hold(pre(aj),S2). When we execute any concurrent action ai in the state S1, it

results in the state S2, and the precondition pre(a j) of any other concurrent action

a j holds in the state S2.

• Premise 3: γ(Sn,an) = SG. When we execute the last concurrent action an in the

state Sn, it results in the next state SG.

• Premise 4: Hold(G,SG). In the next state SG, the set of goals G holds.

• Premise 5: Achieve(ac,G). The set of concurrent actions ac achieves the set of

goals G.

• Conclusion: ExecuteC(ac,S1). Therefore, we should execute all the concurrent

actions in the set ac in the current state S1.

Example 4.2 The concurrent action argument Argac
for the set of concurrent actions

ac = {STACK(C,A), STACK(D,B)} in the Example 3.1 is shown as follows. Where:

• pre(STACK(C,A)) = ONTABLE(C)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(A),
• pre(STACK(D,B)) = ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(D)∧CLEAR(B),



• S1 = ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧
ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C).

• S2 =ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ONTABLE(A)
∧ONTABLE(B)

• SG =CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B).
• G = {ON(C,A),ON(D,B)}, i.e., the set of all the goals in the goal state SG that

are not in the state S1.

Premise 1:

Hold(ONTABLE(C)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(A), ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧
CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C))
∧Hold(ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(D)∧CLEAR(B), ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧
CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C)).

In the current state ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧
ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C), the precondition ONTABLE(C)∧CLEAR(C)∧
CLEAR(A) of action STACK(C,A) holds and the precondition ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(D)∧
CLEAR(B) of action STACK(D,B) holds.

Premise 2:

(γ(ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)∧
ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C), STACK(C,A))
= ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ONTABLE(A)
∧ONTABLE(B)) ∧ Hold(ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(D)∧CLEAR(B), ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(B)
∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)).

When we execute the concurrent action STACK(C,A) in the state ONTABLE(D) ∧
CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧
ONTABLE(C), it results in the next state ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)
∧ON(C,A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B), and the precondition ONTABLE(D) ∧
CLEAR(D)∧CLEAR(B) of the other concurrent action STACK(D,B) holds in the next

state ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧
ONTABLE(B).

Premise 3:

γ(ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧
ONTABLE(B), STACK(D,B))=CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)
∧ONTABLE(B).

When we execute the last concurrent action STACK(D,B) in the state ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(B)
∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B), it results in the

next state CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B).

Premise 4:

Hold({ON(C,A),ON(D,B)}, CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)
∧ONTABLE(B)).

In the next state CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B),
the set of goals {ON(C,A),ON(D,B)} holds.

Premise 5:

Achieve({STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B)}, {ON(C,A),ON(D,B)}).



The set of concurrent actions {STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B)} achieves the set of goals

{ON(C,A),ON(D,B)}.

Conclusion:

ExecuteC({STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B)}, ONTABLE(D) ∧ CLEAR(A) ∧ CLEAR(B) ∧
CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C)).

Therefore, we should execute all the concurrent actions in the set {STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B)}
in the current state ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧
ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C).

Definition 4.4 (State Transition Argument Scheme ArgS) A state transition argument

ArgS explains how the state S becomes true:

• Premise 1: γ(S1,a) = (S1 − post(a)−))∪ post(a)+ = S. In the current state S1, we

should execute the action a ∈ π by deleting the negative postconditions post(a)−

and adding the positive postconditions post(a)+ to S1, that results in the state S.

• Conclusion: Therefore, the state S is true.

Example 4.3 The state transition argument ArgS for the state S = ONTABLE(D) ∧
ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A) in the Example 3.1 is

shown as follows. Where:

• a = UNSTACK(A,B).
• post(a)− = ON(A,B)
• post(a)+ = ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(B)
• S1 = ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A).

Premise 1:

γ(ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), UNSTACK(A,B))
= (ONTABLE(D) ∧ ON(C,D) ∧ ON(B,C) ∧ ON(A,B) ∧ CLEAR(A) − ON(A,B)) ∪
ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(B)
= ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A).

In the current state ONTABLE(D) ∧ ON(C,D) ∧ ON(B,C) ∧ ON(A,B) ∧ CLEAR(A),
we should execute the action UNSTACK(A,B) by deleting the negative postconditions

ON(A,B) and adding the positive postconditions ONTABLE(A)∧CLEAR(B) to the

current state ONTABLE(D)∧ ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C) ∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), that re-

sults in the state ONTABLE(D) ∧ ON(C,D) ∧ ON(B,C) ∧ CLEAR(A)∧ CLEAR(B) ∧
ONTABLE(A).

Conclusion: Therefore, the state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧
CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A) is true.

Definition 4.5 (Goal Argument Scheme Argg) A goal argument Argg explains how a fea-

sible goal1 is achieved by an action in the plan:

• Premise 1: γ(S1,a) = S2. In the current state S1, we should execute the action

a ∈ π , that results in the next state S2.

• Premise 2: Hold(g,S2). In the next state S2, the goal g holds.

• Conclusion: Achieve(a,g): Therefore, the action a achieves the goal g.

1A goal is feasible if there is at least one plan that satisfies it.



Example 4.4 The goal argument Argg for the goal g= ONTABLE(A) in the Example 3.1

is shown as follows. Where:

• a = UNSTACK(A,B).
• S1 = ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A).
• S2 =ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A).

Premise 1:

γ(ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), UNSTACK(A,B))
= ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A).

In the current state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), we

should execute the action UNSTACK(A,B), that results in the next state ONTABLE(D)∧
ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A).

Premise 2:

Hold(ONTABLE(A), ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧
ONTABLE(A)).

In the next state ONTABLE(D) ∧ ON(C,D) ∧ ON(B,C) ∧ CLEAR(A) ∧ CLEAR(B) ∧
ONTABLE(A), the goal ONTABLE(A) holds.

Conclusion:

Achieve(UNSTACK(A,B),ONTABLE(A)):

Therefore, the action UNSTACK(A,B) achieves the goal ONTABLE(A).

Definition 4.6 (Plan Summary Argument Scheme Argπ ) A plan summary argument Argπ

explains that a proposed sequence of actions π = 〈a1,a2, ...,an〉 is a solution to the plan-

ning problem P because it achieves a set of goals G:

• Premise 1: γ(S1,a1) = S2, γ(S2,a2) = S3,...,γ(Sn,an) = Sn+1. In the initial state

S1 = △I , we should execute the first action a1 in the sequence of actions π that

results in the next state S2 and execute the next action a2 in the sequence in the

state S2 that results in the next state S3 and carry on until the last action an in the

sequence is executed in the state Sn that results in the goal state Sn+1 =△G.

• Premise 2: Hold(G,△G). In the goal state △G, all the goals in the set of goals G

hold.

• Premise 3: Achieve(π ,G). The sequence of actions π achieves the set of all goals

G.

• Conclusion: Solution(π ,P). Therefore, π is a solution to the planning problem P.

Example 4.5 The plan summary argument Argπ for the solution plan given in the Exam-

ple 3.1 is shown as follows.

Premise 1:

γ(ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), UNSTACK(A,B))
= ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A),

γ(ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A),
UNSTACK(B,C))=ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧
ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B),

γ(ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧ONTABLE(A)∧
ONTABLE(B), UNSTACK(C,D))=ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)



∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C),

γ(ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)∧
ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C), (STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B)))=ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧
ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)

In the initial state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧ON(A,B)∧CLEAR(A), we

should execute the action UNSTACK(A,B) that results in the next state ONTABLE(D)∧
ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A).

In the state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧ON(B,C)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧ONTABLE(A),
we should execute the action UNSTACK(B,C) that results in the next state ONTABLE(D)∧
ON(C,D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B).

In the state ONTABLE(D)∧ON(C,D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧ONTABLE(A)
∧ONTABLE(B), we should execute the action UNSTACK(C,D) that results in the next

state ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)∧
ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C).

In the state ONTABLE(D)∧CLEAR(A)∧CLEAR(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)∧ONTABLE(A)
∧ONTABLE(B)∧ONTABLE(C), we should execute all the concurrent actions in the set

(STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B)) that result in the goal state ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)
∧ONTABLE(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D).

Premise 2:

Hold({ON(C,A),ON(D,B),ONTABLE(A),ONTABLE(B),CLEAR(C),CLEAR(D)},
ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧CLEAR(D)).

In the goal state ON(C,A)∧ON(D,B)∧ONTABLE(A)∧ONTABLE(B)∧CLEAR(C)∧
CLEAR(D), all the goals in the set of goals {ON(C,A),ON(D,B),ONTABLE(A),ONTABLE(B),
CLEAR(C),CLEAR(D)} hold.

Premise 3:

Achieve(〈UNSTACK(A,B),UNSTACK(B,C),UNSTACK(C,D),(STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B))〉,
{ON(C,A),ON(D,B),ONTABLE(A),ONTABLE(B),CLEAR(C),CLEAR(D)}).

The sequence of actions 〈UNSTACK(A,B),UNSTACK(B,C),UNSTACK(C,D),(STACK(C,A),
STACK(D,B))〉 achieves the set of all goals {ON(C,A),ON(D,B),ONTABLE(A),ONTABLE(B),
CLEAR(C),CLEAR(D)}.

Conclusion:

Solution(〈UNSTACK(A,B),UNSTACK(B,C),UNSTACK(C,D),(STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B))〉,P).

Therefore, 〈UNSTACK(A,B),UNSTACK(B,C),UNSTACK(C,D),(STACK(C,A),STACK(D,B))〉
is a solution to the planning problem P.

4.1. Argument Interactions and Properties of Plan Arguments

The five critical questions (CQs) given below describe the ways in which the arguments

built using the argument schemes can interact with each other. These CQs are associated

to (i.e., attack) one or more premises of the arguments constructed using the argument

schemes and are in turn answered (i.e., attacked) by the other arguments, which are listed

in the description.



CQ1: Is the plan π possible? This CQ begins the dialogue with the user, and it is the

first question that the user asks when presented with a solution plan π . The argument

scheme Argπ , answers the CQ by constructing the summary argument for the plan π .

CQ2: Is the action a possible to execute? This CQ is associated with the following

argument schemes: Argπ , ArgS, Argg. The argument scheme Arga, answers the CQ by

constructing the explanation argument for the action a.

CQ3: Is the set of concurrent actions ac possible to execute? This CQ is associated

with the argument schemes Argπ . The argument scheme Argac
, answers the CQ by con-

structing the explanation argument for the set of concurrent actions ac.

CQ4: Is the state S possible? This CQ is associated with the following argument

schemes: Argπ , Arga, Argac
, Argg. The argument scheme ArgS, answers the CQ by con-

structing the explanation argument for the state S.

CQ5: Is the goal g possible to achieve? This CQ is associated with the argument scheme

Argπ . The argument scheme Argg, answers the CQ by constructing the explanation argu-

ment for the goal g.

We organise the arguments and their interactions, as presented earlier, by mapping

into a Dung AF = (A ,R) [5], where A is a set of arguments and R is an attack relation

(R ⊆ A ×A ). Args ⊂ A and CQs ⊂ A , where Args = {Argπ ,Arga,Argca
,ArgS,Argg}

and CQs = {CQ1,CQ2,CQ3,CQ4,CQ5}. We use the grounded extension of the AF, de-

noted by Gr, to determine if a plan should be acceptable.

Property 1: For a plan π , the set of arguments Args is complete, in that, if a CQ ∈ CQs

exists, then it will be answered (i.e., attacked) by an Arg ∈ Args.

Proof. Since, (Argπ ,CQ1) ∈ R, (Arga,CQ2) ∈ R, (Argac
,CQ3) ∈ R, (ArgS,CQ4) ∈ R,

and (Argg,CQ5) ∈ R, therefore, a unique Arg ∈ Args exists, that attacks a unique CQ ∈
CQs. Thus, Args is complete.

Property 2: For a plan π , Argπ ∈ Gr iff CQ 6∈ Gr when (CQ,Argπ) ∈ R, CQ ∈CQs.

Proof. Follows from Property 1. Since any CQ that attacks Argπ is in turn attacked by an

Arg ∈ Args, therefore, CQ 6∈ Gr. Thus, Argπ ∈ Gr.

Property 3: For a plan π , Argπ ∈ Gr iff ∀g ∈ G Argg ∈ Gr.

Proof. Since plan π achieves all goals g ∈ G, and Argg∈G attack all CQs that attack the

goal premises of Argπ , therefore, ∀g ∈ G Argg ∈ Gr. Thus, Argπ ∈ Gr.

Property 4: For a plan π , Argπ ∈ Gr iff the explanation is acceptable to the user.

Proof. Follows immediately from Properties 1, 2 and 3.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a novel argument scheme-based approach for creating

explanation arguments in the domain of AI planning. The main contributions of our work

are as follows: (i) We formalise a set of argument schemes that help in constructing

arguments that explain a plan and its key elements; (ii) We present critical questions

that allow the user to seek further information regarding the key elements of the plan,

and the interaction between different arguments; (iii) We present properties of the plan

arguments.



In the future, we aim to develop algorithms based on the argument schemes to auto-

matically extract the arguments from the input planning model. Furthermore, we intend

to build a scheme-based dialogue system for creating interactive dialectical explanations.

Finally, our approach to generating explanation arguments is planner independent and

therefore, can work on a wide range of input plans in classical planning, and in the future,

we intend to extend this to richer planning formalisms such as partial order planning.
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